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We hereby submit the report of an evaluatian of the Swedish National Agency for
Higher Education in order to camp ly with the Enqa membership regulations stipulating
eydieal reviews of member ageneies, and to apply for indusion in the Register of exrernal
qualiry assurance agencies in Europe,
The report condudes that the Swedish National Agency for Higher Education complies
with all the standards required of exrernal quaiity assurance agencies as set out in
Standards and Guidelines for Quaiity Assurance in Europe.
The review was conduded in December 2005, and was canied out as a follow-up
evaluatian with the speeific mandate to assess the extent to which the Agency complies
with the standards fot quaiity assurance agencies as set out in the Standards and
Guidelines for Quaiity Assurance in the European Higher Edueation Area,
The panel of experts, who were endorsed by NOKUT, consisted of the following:
Dr. Rolf Sandahl, the Swedish National Financial Management Authoriry:
Professor Madeleine Rohlin, Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Malmö University College,
Sweden;
Marit Waerness, Cand. Polit. Senior Advisor at Statskonsult, Norway;
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Professor John Brennan, United Kingdom
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who have conducted an evaluation of the National Agency for Higher Education in
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We hereby submit our report "Evaluation of National Agency for
Higher Education, Sweden - According to Standards and
Guidelines for QuaIity Assurance in the European Higher Education
Area".

Rolf Sandahl, chairman
John Brennan
Madeleine Rohlin
Kattis Sjunnesson
Marit Waemess

Higher Education, Sweden

According to Standards and Guidelines for
Quaiity Assurance in the European
Higher Education Area

December 2005

1 Background
The Ministers responsible for higher education of 45 European countries meeting in Bergen in
May 2005 established the general principles expressed in the Standards and Guidelines for
Quality Assurance developed by the European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher
Education (ENQA). These principles include the establishment of a register of external
quality assurance agencies operating in Europe and the cyc1ical review of such agencies.

1.1 Aim
In order to apply for inc1usion in the register the National Agency for Higher Education,
Sweden (HsV), decided to ask for a review of its evaluation activities to establish whether
HsV meets the ENQA standards with regard to both its external evaluation processes and its
intemal quality assurance. 18 months ago, the Department of Evaluation ofHsV went through
a similar review. l The procedure followed the evaluation process used by HsV in external
quality assurance of subjects and programmes and the pattern established by ENQA, i.e. a
self-evaluation by HsV, a site visit and an evaluation report. The purpose of this review is to
assess ifHsV complies with all the criteria established by ENQA.

1.2 Organisation of the Review
The review has been carried out by a panel consisting of:
Rolf Sandahl, Ph.D. in Political Science (chair), expert at the Swedish Financial Management
Authority
John Brennan, Professor and Director of the Centre of Higher Education Research at the Open
University, England
Madeleine Rohlin, Professor and Pro-Vice- Chancellor of Malmö University College, Sweden
Kattis Sjunnesson, student in Political Science at the University of Örebro, Sweden
Marit Waerness, Cand. Polit., Senior Adviser at Statskonsult, Norway

1.3 Methodology and criteria
The methodology is based on the principles and criteria established by ENQA in the report
"Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European Higher Education Area".
The panel will evaluate whether HsV complies with the following standards valid for external
quality assurance agencies:"

Official status. The agency is formally recognised by competent public authorities in
Sweden, i.e. complies with any requirements of the legislative jurisdictions within which they
operate.
Mission statement. The agency has clear and explicit goals and objectives for its work,
contained in a publicly available statement.

The 2003 panel consisted of Rolf Sandahl, Madeleine Rohlin and Marit Waerness.
European Association for Quaiity Assurance in Higher Education. Guidelines for externa! quaJity assurance
agencies, pp, 22-26. To be found on www.enqa.net.
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Activities. The agency undertakes external quality assurance activities (at institutional or
programme level) on a regular basis.
Resources. The agency has adequate and proportional resources, both human and financial, to
enable it to organise and run external quality assurance processes in an effective and efficient
manner, with appropriate provision for the development of its processes and procedures.
Independence. The agency is independent to the extent that it has autonomous responsibility
for its operations and that the conclusions and recommendations made in its reports cannot be
int1uenced by third parties such as higher education institutions, ministries or other
stakeholders.
External quality assurance criteria and processes used by the agency. The processes,
criteria and procedures used by the agency are pre-defined and publicly available. These
processes normally include:
• a self-assessment by the subject of the quality assurance process;
• an external assessment by a group of experts, including, as appropriate, (a) student
member (s), and a site visit decided by the agency;
• publication of a report; including any decisions, recommendations or other formal
outcomes;
• a follow-up procedure to review actions taken by the subject of the quality assurance
process in the light of any recommendations contained in the report.

Accountability procedures. The agency has in place procedures for its own accountability.

1. 4 The report
As a consequence of the review conducted 18 months ago this panel will in its conclusions
refer to the earlier evaluation report and the self-evaluation conducted by Hsy 3 Most of the
material this report makes reference to is enclosed. To meet the standards required by ENQA,
HsY has also submitted a supplementary self-evaluation." To be able to discuss the
supplementary self-evaluation and to update earlier information on working procedures,
resources, and actions taken etc. two panel members made a one-day site visit on November
18, 2005. The 2004 evaluation, the supplementary self-evaluation and the last site visit fulfil,
as the panel sees it, all the necessary background material for making a thorough review. The
report will be organised with reference to the standards mentioned above.

2 Official status, mission statement and activities
The National Agency for Higher Education (HsY) was established in 1995 by the Swedish
government as a state agency responsible for various matters regarding higher education. The
task of the National Agency for Higher Education is quite comprehensive. The territory of the
agency is 14 state universities 22 state university colleges and 3 non-state institutions. They
range from large "traditional" broad universities to specialised institutions of different sizes,
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Self-Evaluation. The Department of Evaluation at the National Agency for Higher Education, August 2003:

Evaluators Required" Reflcctions on the Department of Evaluation at the National Agency for Higher Education,
January 2004.
, Self-Evaluation Report for Evaluation of the National Ageucy for Higher Education: Supplementary
information, June 5, 2005.
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in, for example, teacher training, visual and performing arts, and agricultural sciences. In
addition to these, some smaIl private institutions have the right to award undergraduate
degrees in certain specific subject areas.
There are seven departments within HsY: the Department for the Evaluation of Foreign
Qualifications, Department of Statistics and Analysis, the Department for Planning and
Research, the Information Department, the Administrative Department, the Legal Department
and the Department of Evaluation. It is the Department of Evaluation which is responsible for
almost aIl of the eva1uation activities and hence the focus of this review.
Like other Swedish state agencies, HsY is funded by the Government, but formaIly
independent with regard to methodology and decision-making, The legalframework is laid
down by the Government, which has specified the goals, roles and tasks in an "Instruction".
The Instruction defines as one of the tasks of the agency to evaluate the quality of nondoctoral studies and doctorai studies, evaluate the quality assurance work of universities and
university colleges and to monitor the outcomes ofthese evaluations. 5
The agency is responsible for mainly four types of evaluations in order to meet the goals
mentioned: subject and programme evaluations, quality audits and reviews for the right to
award degrees and thematic reviews. One of the main tasks for the Department of Evaluation
since 2001 has been, with a cycle of six years, to carry out evaluations of subjects and
programmes of aIl educational provisions for general degrees and professionai degrees,
including doctoral programmes. 6 Thus, this type is focused in the present report. The agency
shaIl also summarise and publish the results of its undertakings with regard to evaluation,
monitoring and follow-up as weIl as provide information on the activities and the fuIl range of
education provided by universities and university colleges.'
The Department of Evaluation is thus bound to perform the evaluations defined in the
paragraph above, but has the right to initiate any other forms of evaluation as it sees fit.
Furtherrnore, the government specifies for each year various tasks to be performed by the
Agency.
The panel concludes that HsY is both formally and legaIly recognised as the public quality
assurance agency of higher education in Sweden, undertakes external quality assurance
activities on a regular basis and has clear and explicit goals and objectives for its work,
contained in apublicly available statement. Hence, HsY fulfils the ENQA standards on
official status, mission statement and activities.

3 Resources
The ENQA standards require both human and financial resources to enable the agency to
organise and run external quality assurance processes in an effective and efficient malmer.
The number of employees in the Department of Evaluation, the largest of the departments, is,
at the moment, 37 persons, 33 project managers, two administrators/secretaries, a Head of
Department, and an Assistant Head of Department.
The strategy of the Department of Evaluation is, and has always been, to recruit people with
different academic backgrounds, ages, and a balanced gender distribution. AIl project
5

Swedish Code ofStatutcs (Svensk Författningssamling), SFS 2003:7) § 3.
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Govcrnment Bill 1999:28.
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SFS 2003:7, §§ 6 and 7.
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managers must also have experience of the higher education area, preferably also of
evaluation, they must have "social cornpetence" and be good writers. There are no problems
in recruitment. The staff turnover is low, lower than two years ago.
The 2004 evaluation concluded that the staff of the Department have excellent competence for
carrying out their obligations, and the production level is high. The work of the Department of
Evaluation appeared solid and professional, both in a national and an international
perspective. This conclusion was drawn through reading reports from the Department and on
the basis of discussions with the equivalents of the agency in Norway (NOKUT) and
Denmark (EVA). The perception of the high competence of the staff was confirmed by the
meta-evaluation undertaken by Ove Karlsson (Report 2002:20) at the request of the Agency.
About 40 per cent off the staff today have a Licentiate degree or a doctorate degree.
Il is obvious from the self-evaluation as weil as from internal enquiries and interviews made
at the last site visit that the staff are satisfied with their working-conditions, They maintain
that the mixture of different competencies makes the Department a very interesting and
stimulating workplace.
The staff also affirm that they have sufficient opportunities to influence their work situation
and that there is a very open atmosphere where everybody is free to speak his/her mind. When
it comes to support and administrative resources, conditions for carrying out the tasks of the
Department are, on the whole, satisfactory. Good facilities in the form of technical support,
library, and strong project leadership seem to be in place.
The panel concludes that the Evaluation Department has a competent staff, sufficient internaI
resources to back up the project managers and financial resources to fulfil their obligations. In
this sense, HsV complies with the ENQA standards on resources.

4 Independence
Like other Swedish state agencies, HsV is funded by the government, but formally
independent with regard to methodology and decision-making. The agency's independence
from the Government is legally assured, and the agency is also independent from other
education institutions and stakeholders.
But independence could also be seen as a question of independence between the evaluator and
the evaluand. The panel finds that there is considerable understanding among the staff of the
Department of Evaluation of the importance of good project management - of the
composition of the expert panels and the work of the panels, of the quality of the reports and
of the legitimacy of HsV. The composition of the panel plays an important role in reducing
the risk of dependence and bias. The Swedish higher education area is, like in the other
Nordie countries, populated by comparatively few people. One drawback of this condition is
that "everybody knows everybody else" in a special subject or programme. One solution,
often used by HsV, is to hire experts outside the country. The Department of Evaluation
regards the presence of international experts as an important asset. It brings both a broader
perspective and a larger measure of impartiality. For language reasons international experts
primarily come from other Nordie countries.
The institution under review has the opportunity to recommend names of experts, which gives
the process legitimacy in the higher education area. The Agency makes the final decision and
has the responsibility to see to it that there is no conflict of interest. Thus, the experts of a
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panel never participate in the evaluation of institutions where they are or have been active, or
where, for other reasons, they may be connected. Students play a very important role in the
evaluation and in the expert panels. So do other stakeholders such as future employers and
professionaI organisations when it comes to higher professionaI education.
One situation where it is difficult to know if independence is guaranteed is the student
representation at the institutions. It is the evaluand who picks the students to be interviewed
by the experts. This could and should be improved. One way of doing this is to let the
students at the institution or program being evaluated pick the representatives among
themselves. This is what HsVencourages the institutions to do, but it seems not to be
practiced. Another possibility is to leave this to the Students Union.
The descriptive parts of the draft report are circulated to the institutions, who are asked to
comment on points of fact. Once these comments have been submitted, the report is finalised,
decided by the University Chancellor, and published on the Agency's website and in apaper
version. In case of a negative decision by the University ChancelIor, there is a folIow-up
within one year. Where sufficient improvements are not perceived after one year, the
institution in question loses its right to award a degree in the relevant programme/subject.
Swedish law does not alIow of appeal against these decisions.
The view of the panel is that HsV have autonomous responsibility for their actrvities.
Furthermore, the evaluation process is as independent as one could ask for and hence
complies with the ENQA standards on independence.

5 Externai quality assurance criteria and processes used by the
agency
The ENQA standards require that the processes, criteria and procedures used by the agency
should be pre-defined and publicly available. These processes normally include, according to
ENQA, a self-assessment by the subject of the quality assurance process; an externaI
assessment by a group of experts, including, as appropriate, (a) student member (s), and site
visits decided by the agency; publication of areport; including any decisions,
recommendations or other formal outcomes; and a foliow-up procedure to review actions
taken by the subject of the quaIity assurance process in the light of any recommendations
contained in the report.

Self-evaluation
HsV has prepared guidelines for the procedures of self-evaluation, which are updated each
year. They specify the different parts of the evaluation procedure and supply suggestions for
the successful implementation of the self-evaluation. The guidelines specificalIy state that the
department should appoint a person responsible for the preparation and implementation, that a
large representation of different categories should be involved (departmental management,
academic staff, doctoraI students, undergraduate students, administrative staff, etc.) The time
available for conducting the self-evaluation is a minimum of three months, but departments
are advised to begin early, which in many cases makes it possible to use additional time.
The composition o/the panel o/experts
The externa! panels of experts in the subjects and programmes reviews usually consist of
Swedish and Nordie subject experts and students and, where applicable, PhD students. In
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evaluations of professionai degrees representatives of employers/professional organisations
are included.
The size and composition of the panel are adapted to the number of departments and subjects
included in the evaluation. HsY makes efforts to achieve a reasonable distribution with regard
to age and gender. The experts are chiefly recruited on the basis of proposals from
departments, One of the experts is appointed as chair of the panel.
There is a first introduction meeting at which the experts are given information by the Agency
staff responsible for the evaluation in question. This meeting contains a survey of the model
and process and also an overview of the Swedish system of higher education. This overview
has proved to be of great importance not only for foreign experts but also for the Swedish
ones. Introduction efforts have increased gradually over the years. This part was emphasized
during the last site visit by our panel. But it is also important, as our panel sees it, to ensure
consistency and comparability between the panels in situations where the evaluations are very
comprehensive and where it's not the same panel conducting all site visits.
Site visits
All the HsY's evaluations include a site visit. In evaluations of subject and programme, they
take place at all the institutions where the subject/programme is taught for a degree. Such a
site visit takes half a day to two days depending on the subject/programme. An audit site visit
lasts between two and five days depending on the size and complexity of the
institution/university. The panel interviews the leadership, deans, selected representatives of
departments and other units, and students. In institutions that provide PhD programmes,
doctoral students and supervisors are also interviewed. Each category is interviewed
separately. The aim of the meeting s is to supplement and clarify the department' s selfevaluation.
Reports
The purposes of the reports are threefold:
• They should provide information to the departments on strengths and weaknesses and
serve as a tool for development
• They should serve as instruments of accreditation and contain information on whether
programmes meet requirements for academic provision
• They should provide information to students and other readers on the state of the
subject/programme in the country and at each individual institution.
The reports are divided into three parts: the Experts' report, the Agency's reflections and the
Agency's decision. The report is drafted by the agency secretary, but approved by the expert
panel, and is thus the panel's text. The report covers all the subjects or programs evaluated.
As mentioned above, the parts of the draft report that contain factual information are
circulated to the institutions, who are asked 10 comment on points of fact. In connection with
the publication there is a press release, and the Agency's project manager is available to
answer any questions from the media.
Follow-ups
About three months after the publication of the report the evaluands involved are invited to a
foliow-up conference. The conference aims to exchange experiences and discuss cooperative
efforts, to present examples of good practice, and also to discuss views on the implementation
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of the evaluation. A number of proposals for improvements of the methodology have been
made and have been taken into consideration for further development.
Evaluations that have resulted in the questioning of degree-awarding powers are followed up
after one year. If the weaknesses have not been sufficiently well addressed the institution will
lose its right to award the degree in question.
After tluee years a follow-up of all reviewed programmes and subjects will be made. The aim
is to find out how the departments have dealt with the recommendations given in the report
and what improvements have been made. The first ofthese three-year follow-ups covering the
200 l and 2002 evaluations are now under way, using several different methods, for example
questionnaires.
The panel finds that HsY has well-defined and well-developed processes in the different
stages in the quality assurance procedure. Il seems clear both for the evaluands and the
experts how the processes function. One explanation of this is that HsY has almost completed
a six-year period of this kind of evaluations. Hence, the panel concludes that the ENQA
standards for processes, criteria and procedures used by the agency are pre-defined, publicly
available and that the requirements regarding all stages in the procedures are met. 8

6 Accountability procedures
To guarantee a professiona! job there is a need for different mechanisms, both external and
internal, to assure that the work will be of a satisfactory level of quality. To make follow-ups
among the evaluands, as mentioned above, is one of the external preconditions for
maintaining good quality. But quality assurance is not static. The quality demands on the
project managers and management will probably increase or perhaps change,
The external review initiated by HsY 18 months ago, which originated before the existence of
the ENQA standards, is proof of the agency's own driving force to live up to certain standards
in its work. The 2004 evaluation report stated that it was not considered to be necessary for a
project manager to be an expert in the field under review, which is also impossible
considering all the programmes to be evaluated. The question was rather which competencies
should be developed.
According to the 2003 self-evaluation it was mainly up to the individual to take an initiative
to develop his/her own competence and who profited by the knowledge acquired. The 2003
panel recommended a common policy for how to develop the competencies of those
employed in the Evaluation Department. The panel also stressed in the evaluation report that
a deeper discussion regarding the competence needed by a project manager must take place at
the Department. An inventory has been made and several activities are now under way.
Since the 2004 evaluation report the Department of Evaluation at HsY has taken further
actions to improve its quality assurance. Some examples of improvements are a handbook on
the practicalities of the evaluations; regular meetings between management and project
managers and each project group; an annual seminar to discuss the experiences of the past
year's evaluations. There have also been staff development activities, both on an individual
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Examples are given in the Supplementary self-evaluation, p. 9.
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basis and for the staff as a whole, e.g. interviewing techniques, evaluation theory and
practice."
In the panel's opinion HsY accords to the ENQA standard on accountability in that there are
reliable mechanisms that support their accountability. For example to support the agency's
accountability there are feedback systems with institutions that had been evaluated. Other
procedures include feedback mechanisms utilized internally, which have been more and more
developed during the last two years.

To sum up: The panel concludes that HsY complies with all the ENQA standards required for
external quality assurance agencies. We base our conclusion on a self-evaluation 18 months
ago and a supplementary self-evaluation describing the recent developments. In addition the
panel made a site visit 18 month ago and another site visit in connection to the present report.

7 Some additional thoughts
The panel welcomes the initiatives taken by the Department of Evaluation as a follow up of
the evaluation report 2004. Despite our impression from the last site visit that the staff
members are quite satisfied with the improvements, we maintain that a deeper reflection
regarding the competence needed by a project manager ought to be considered at the
Department. This is important, not only in order that the individual staff member should feel
that the Department supports his/her development, but also in order to create a common frame
of reference providing opportunities for mutual discussions and a common frame work for
learning.
Since it is not considered to be necessary for a project manager to be an expert in the field
under evaluation which is impossible considering all the subjects and programmes being
evaluated, the question is which competences should be developed. Is that not in the field of
evaluationl The Department of Evaluation is that department in the Agency which has the
highest formal academic qualifications. About 40 per cent have a Licentiate degree or a
doctorate degree. A Ph.D. is not needed, however, according to same of the staff. Il seems as
if it has more to do with legitimacy both in relation to the evaluation panel and to the
subject/programme being evaluated.
Our impression is that the capacity of the highly qualified staff is not "used fully". Have they
not developed so much knowledge today that they could be considered experts among the
other experts but in other fields? A subject or programme is evaluated from different angles
and the curriculum of the subject or programme is just one of them. We think that the staff
can improve their evaluative role from another perspective. This comment should be seen as a
backdrop to the circumstance that members of expert groups are not generally experts in
evaluatlon but rather in their fields of study or education.
As said in the 2004 evaluation report, the more specific or "unique" the role of project
manager becomes, the more likely it is that the quality of e.g. the evaluation reports will
improve. The 2003 panel stated that the agency' s own reflections in the evaluation reports
were mainly asurnmary of the whole report and agreed with the experts' views. Since it is the
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staff of the Agency that participate in all the evaluation projects, as opposed to the experts, it
might be reasonable for the Agency to develop a role that makes it unique and is able to
contribute substantially to the Agency's part of the report. We think that this will happen if
the staff improve their evaluative role, as mentioned above and take the step from being a
"facilitator" to being an "evaluator".
Another topic discussed in the 2004 evaluation report was the evaluation model, or rather the
limited discussion within the Evaluation Department on this subject. Our impression was that
the Department as a whole was uncertain whether its task was to discuss these more general
questions. Also in this matter steps have been taken since the 2004 evaluation report.
Different projects have been initiated and reported on how to proceed after 2007, i.e. when the
present model has been in place for the stipulated six years. One project has elucidated the
possibility to use key indicators for choosing evaluation subjects. Another project has deal!
more with the model as such, i.e. to choose a new model. An audit model to evaluate the
quaIity assurance work of universities and university colleges but with more attention paid to
the impact of these systems is discussed. 10 Currently, five continuation projects are under
way and the whole department is involved.
Although HsV fulfils the necessary preconditions required by ENQA standards and
guidelines, initiates and implements activities to improve the methodology and skills among
the staff, the panel thinks that there still is a potential unexploited. At the same time we are
convinced that HsV will exploit this potential during the forthcoming years whatever the next
evaluation model will be and do its best to fulfil the requirements for externaI quaiity
assurance agencies.

la "Nytt system för lärosätesbedömningar", Utvärderingsavdelningen. Högskoleverket 2005-10-17 och

"Nyckeltalsprojektet: jämförelse av pilotstudie -- utvärderings resultat", Utvärderingsavdelningen,
Högskoleverket.
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Annexes
Review of the Evaluation Activities of National Agency for Higher Education:
Tenns of Reference
Self-Evaluation Report for Evaluation of the National Agency for Higher
Education: Supplementary information, June 5, 2005
Self-Evaluation Report. Department of Evaluation, 2003
Evaluators Required? RefIections on the Department of Evaluation at the
National Agency for Higher Education, January 2004

REVIEW OF THE EVALUATlON ACTIVITIES OF NATIONAL AGENCY FOR
HIGHER EDUCATION: Terms of Reference

Background
The Ministers responsible for higher education of 45 European counrries
meeting in Betgen in May 2005 established the general principles expressed
in the Standards and Guidelines for Quaiity Assurance developed by the
European Association fot Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA)
as a result of the 2003 Berlin Cornmunique. These principles inelude the
establishment of a register of external quaiity assurance agencies operating in
Europe and the cyelical review of such agencies. In order to apply for inclusion in the register the National Agency for Higher Education, Sweden
(HsV), has decided to ask for a review of its evaluatian activities.
18 months ago, the Department of Evaluation ofHsV went thtough a
similar review, The procedure largely followed the p~ttern later csrablished
byENQA.

Terms of reference
Aim
The aim of the exercise is to establish whether HsV meers the ENQA standards with regard to both its external evaluatian processes and its intemal
qualiry assurance.

Organisation of the Review
The panel members should have experrise in and practical experience of
evaluation of higher education. They should be independent of HsV.'
The review panel should inelude
- national and international experts on qualiry assurance in higher cducanon
- a student
, The Norwegian qualiry assurancc agency, Nokur, has proposed the riames of l'l10SC
who serve on the present panel.

- a senior member of a higher education institution management.

The panel should have an equal gen der distribution.
Methodology and criceria

The methods should be based on the principles and criteria established by
ENQA in irs report "Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the
European Higher Education Area". Thus HsY will prepare a self-evaluation,
which will supplement the documenr prepared for irs 2003 evaluation. The
panel will meet as it sees fit and is free to seek additional information regarding HsY evaluatjon acrivities at its discretion.
The following criteria apply:
•

HsY is formally recognised by competent public authorities in Sweden

•

HsY underrakes externa] quality assurance activiries on a regular baSIS

•

•
•

•

•

HsY has adequate and proportional resources, both human and financial to enable it to organise and run externaI quality assurance
processes in an effective and efficienr manner, with appropriate provision for the development of its processes and procedures.
HsY has elear and explicit go als and objectives for irs work, contained in a publiely available statement
HsY is independent to the extent that it has autonomous responsibility for its operations and that the conc1usions and recommendations made iii its rep orts cannot be influenced by rhird parties such
as higher education institutions, ministries or other stakeholders.
The processes, criteria and procedures used by HsY are pre-defined
and publiely available. These processes normally inelude:
- A self-assessment by the subject of the quaIity assurance process
- An exrernal assessment by a group of experts, ineluding at least
one student member
~ site visits
- publication of areport
- a follow-up procedure to review actions taken by the subjeet of the
quality assurance process in the light of recommendations
HsY has in place proccdures for its own accountabiliry,

Report

The panel will prepare a report of a maximum of 10 pages contaimng ltS
conc1usions and recommendations in relation ro the airris of the review and
the crireria specified above.

Expected workload and time frame

It is estimated that the workload of the panel will be equivalent ro approx.
rwo weeks full time fot the chair and one week fot other members.
The panel should present irs report should no later than 15 October
2005.

Reports prepared for the review
5e1f-evaluation by the Department of Evaluation at the National Agency for
Higher Education (2003)
Evaluarors required? Ref!ections on the Department of Evaluation at the
National Agency for Higher Education) (2004)
5e1f-Evaluation Report for Evaluation of the National Agency for Higher
Education: 5upplementary Information.
The Committee will be free to request any televant material besides that
which has been specified above.

Self-Evaluation Report for Evaluation of
the National Agency for Higher Education: Supplementary information

Stockholm, [une 5, 2005

INTRODUCTION

The Department of Evaluation at the National Agency for Higher Education, Sweden, went through an evaluation process approximately 18 months
ago. To a large extent, the procedure followed the one proposed by ENQA
in the document Srandards and Guidelines for QuaIity Assurance in the
European Higher Education Area. Thus, a self-evaluation teport was prepared (SelfEva!uation by the Departments ofEva!uation at the Nationa!
Agency[or Higher Education), a panel of experts was nominared and appointed, a site visit by the experts was undertaken, and a report was
poublished: Sandahl et al. Utvärderare sökes! Några reflektioner kring Högsko!everkets utvärderingsavde!ning. Hägskoleverket 2004 (Evaluators required?
Reflections on the Department of Evaluation at the National Agency for
Higher Education. To a large extenr, the self-evaluation report and the
experts' report cover the points ptoposed by ENQA, and that which is not
touched upon to a sufficient degree is deal t with in other teports (xxxx 1
=1 xxxxl). They are all part of the material submitted to the panel. However, some of the information proposed in the Annex of the ENQA report is
not included in the original documents, either because it was not asked for
or because developrnents have taken place since the time of the publication
of those reports. This supplement provides the missing facts. It is organised
in accordance with the srrucrure of the Annex of the El-.JQA repon, Thus
the numbering of sections refer to secrions in Standards and Guidelines.

2.1.1 A brief outline of the national higher education system
Degree structure
The Higher Education Ordinance lays down which degrees may be awarded
in Swedish higher education. Higher education (with the exception of doctoral studies) is organised in the form of courses of different lengths, which
may be linked rogerher to eonstirute programmes with varying levels of individual choice. Students may also themselves eombine different courses
into a degree. The extent of a study programme or a course is measured in
credits. One credir corresponds to one week of full-time study, and an academic year normally consisrs of 40 credits, usualIy divided inro rwo semesters. One credit corresponds ro 1.5 ECTS credits.
Swedish higher education is a rwo-tier system, formally divided into basic
education, which roughly corresponds to the concepts of undergraduate and
graduate studies, and doctoral studies. The recognised degrees in basic education are furrher divided into general and professional degrees. General
degrees may be geared towards a specific subject, or in some cases, rowards a
profession. They are known as kandidatexamen (Bachelor), which requires
120 (180 ECTS), 60 of which must be in one subject inC!uding a l O-credit
degree project; and Magisterexamen (Master), which requires an additiorial
40 eredits (60 ECTS) inC!uding a l O-credit Master's thesis.
Most of the proftssionaldegrees are considered to be regulated degrees (according [Q EC iegisiarion). They are usualiy known by the name of the
profession they lead to (läkarexamen (e.g. Universiry Medical Degree), juristexamen (Master of Laws).
Two degrees are presently offered at the postgraduate level: the PhD and
the Licentiate.
Swederi's adaptation ro the Bologna process is likely to irnpact on the future degree structure. The proposed structure will introduce a formal division of higher education into three cyc!es or levels: Undergraduate, graduate
and doctoral levels.

Institutionai structure
Swedish tertiary education is provided mainly in a unirary higher education
sector, comptising universities and university colleges. Today, there are 14
state universities 22 state university colleges and 3 non-state institutions.
They range from [arge "classic" broad universiries to specialised institutions
of different sizes, in, for exampie, teaeher training, visual and performing
arts and agtiCll[tllrai sciences. In addition ro rhese, a number of smaller private institutions have the right (Q award undergradnare degrees in certain
specific subjcct areas.

Procedures and involved parties in establishing new subjects, programmes and institutions
The main difference berween universnies and universiry colleges has to do
with the right ta provide doctoral studies. Swedish universities are run and
financed by the state and have a general right to award higher education
degrees, inC!uding postgraduate level degrees. This also means that the universities have the right to choose for themselves in what subjects they wish
to provide doetoral programmes and the responsibility for the quaiity of that
provision. Universities thus have their own procedures for the establishment
of new subjects and programmes at all levels.
University colleges may receive accreditation in specific "research areas",

giving thern the right ta award posrgraduate degrees wirhin a broad subject
area (health science) engineering sciences) natural sciences, humanities/social

sciences). In exceptional cases a uriiversity college may also be accredited for
university status. Such accrediration is decided by the government after an
evaluation made by the National Agency for Higher Education. This procedure involves the preparation of an application by the institution, the appointment of a team of experts by the Agency, a site-visit by the expert team
and a report by the team followed by a recommendation to the government
from the Agency.
Other quaIity assurance proccdures for which the National Agency is responsible are
• Two rounds of quaiity audit of all Swedish higher education in•

•
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•

A six-ycar cyde of evaluation of subjeets and programmes at
Bachclor, Master and Doctorallevel 200 l - 2006.
• Thematic evaluations of higher education institutions' processes
and ourcomes with regard to certain aspects of quaIity (e.g, inrernationalisation, gender equality and student influence).
All these are described in detail in the attached self-evaluation from 2003,
esp. pp 10 - 32.

2.1.2 A brief account of the history of the particular
agency and of the evaluation of higher education in
general
Mission statement
Establishment of the Agency
The Narionai Agency for Higher Educarion (HSV) was esrablished in i 995

by the Swedish government as a stare agency responsible for various matters
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regarding higher education. Like other Swedish state agencies, NAHE is
funded by the government, bur formally independent with regard to methodology and decision-making.
The legal framework is laid down by the Government, which has specified the goals, roles and tasks in an "Instruction" (SFS 2003:7). The following sections apply to quality assuranee:

"Evaluation
3§ The Agency shall
l. assess the quality of non-doctoral studies and doctotal studies
2. evaluate the qualiry assuranee work of universities and university colleges
3. Monitor the outcomes of the evaluations referred to in l. and 2."
"6§ The Agency sh all summarise and publish the results of its undertakings with regard to evaluation, monitoring and follow-up,
7§ The Agency shall
2. be responsible for information on the activities and the full range of
education provided by universiries and uriiversity colleges.
l>

Furtherrnore, the government specifles for each year various tasks to be perfOIIl1Cd by the Agency.
Current evaluation proccdures are outlined in Government Bill 1999:28,
which states that
"The National Agency for Higher Education should be given the task, from
200 l with a eyde of six years, to earry out eva!uations of subjeets and programmes of all educational provision for general degrees and professionaI
degrees, induding doetoral programmes, These eva!uations should eomprise
assessments for the right to award degrees. If the Agency finds that the re is
cause to revoke a right to award a doetoral degree, the matter should be
referred to the government for a deeision ... Students should be informed of
the outcomes of the evaluations and other forms of follow-up studies."
The Agency is thus bound to perform the evaluations defined in the paragraph above, bur has the right to ininare any other forms of evaluation as jr
sees fi t.

The Agency has ,l number of other duries with rcgard to higher cducarion,
norabJy evaluarion of foreign degrees, staristics and analysts. planning and
research, information, legal monitoring.

For the organisation, please see the self-assessment of the Evaluarion department, p. 7.
For international acrivities of the Agency with regard ro qualiry assurance,
pleas see the Self-Evaluation of the Evaluation Department, pp. 25-26.

2.3 Evaiuation method applied by the Agency (2.3.1 - 2.3.3)
A thorough descriprion of the methodology and the role of rhe externa!
expert group is provided in the Self-Evaluation Document pp. 16 - 24 and
in the Evaluation Report (throughout).

2.3.4.1 An account of the procedures related to self-evaluation.
The Agency has prepared guidelines for the proccdures of self-evaluation,
which are updated each year. They specify the differenr parts of the evaluation procedure and supplies suggestions for the successful implementation of
the self-evaluation. The guidelines specifical!y states that the department
should appoint a person responsible for the preparation and implementation, that a large representation of different categories should be represented
(departmental management, academic staff, doctoral students, students administrative staff, etc.)

The time available for conducting the self-evaluation is a minimum of three
months, but departments are advised to begin early, which in many cases
makes il' possible to use an additional month.

2.3.4.2 An account of the procedures related to the site visit
Interviewing protocol are prepared for each specific projecr and are based on
an operationalisation of the qualiry aspects presented in the manual:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
III

•

•

G

The cornposition of the student body
Teacher qualifications and sraff development
Gender equality and diversiry
Goals contents and organisation of the programme
Library and other information resourees
Premises and equipment
A critical and crearive environmenr
Teaching and learning methods
The work situation of the academic staff
The organisation of the programme
Ca-operation and inrernarionaJisarion
Fanns of assessment
Degree projecrs/theses

•

Pass rates

•

Foliow-up of graduates and alumn i

Students are important informants in the process. Students are selected to

represent different levels and courses. We attempt to have the student unions or student representatives from various courses select suitable interviewees, bur are not always successful
The length of the visit depends on the size of the subject and department.
Biology with many students and a wide variety of courses and orientations
requires longer visits rhan, say, Dutch with few students and a simple and
clear structure. Ordinarily, visits last for one or rwo days.
Each visit would contain six or seven meerings in a day, averaging 45 minutes to one haut. The Agency staff member acts as secreta'Y and takes down
nates, distributed to the panel rnembers, only for their internaluse. An ordinary visit would start the evening before the interviews with a preparat0'Y
discussion in the expert panel on the basis of the self-evaluation report. A
ene-day interview block would consist of meetings with the department
head and his/her staff, students, teachers, graduate students, researchers/advisors, the faculty dean or sametimes the vice-eliancellor and then
finally with the department head again. The reason for inrerviewing the
dean or the vice-chancellor is to obtain information of the standing of the
suLjc:ci. ur prU~lalllll1C 111tC1'llally. Iii Letweeu c<tcli. interview there ai'c short
periods for the expert panel to sum up the main points made. At the end of
the day the re is also a brief summing up session of the day as a whole.
After a few days the nates prepared by the secreta'Y are circulated to the
panel, who are asked to cornment and add their own impressions. On the
basis of the material the secreta'Y prepares a draft version of the secrion of
the report pertaining to the university in question.

2.3.4.3 The reports (see also pp.

in the Department's self-evaluation

The purposes of the reports are threefold:
• They should provide information to the departments on srrengrhs
and weaknesses and serve as a tool for developmenr
• The)' should serve as instruments of accrediration and, conrain information on wherher programmes meer requirernenrs for acadernic
•

prOYlSlOn
The)' should provide information to students and other readers on

the state of rhe subject/programme in the country and at each individual institution.
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Thus each report has three seetioris
•

A formal decision by the University Chanccllor on wherher the sub-

jectl programmes meet minimal requirements
•

An analysis of the subjeet area and irs overall standing in Sweden

•

A feedback to each institution

The report is drafred by the agency secretary, bur approved by the expert
panel, and is thus the panel's text. The length and complexiry of the report
varies with the subject/programme and may contain anything from 25 to
500 pages. It contains documenration, analysis and recommendations by the
expert panel and a decision and ref1ections by the Agency.
The descriptive parts of the drafr report are circulated to the institutions,
who are asked to cornrnent on points offact. Once these commerits have
been submitred. the report is finalised and published on the Agency's website and in a paper version. In connection with the publication there is a
press release, and the Agency project manager is available to answer any
questions from the media.
In case of a negative decision by the University Chancellor, there is a follow-up wirhin one year. Where sufficient improvements are not perceived
after one year, the institution in questions loses its right to award a degree in
the relevant programme/subject.
There is a follow-up with the departments evaluated and the expert panel
about three monrhs after publications in order to discuss the lessans learnt
dnd the immediate effects of the ftpvi't dnd the evaluation Pi"OCös. After
rhree years there is a written follow-up, in which the subjects/programmes
are asked to commerit on the developments since the evaluation.

2.3.5 System of appeal
There is no formal sysrem of appeal against decisions. However, those under
review can express their opinions in at least (Wo ways:
- descriptive sections of reports are distributed for comment and factual
corrections.

- the firsr foliow-up conference three months after the publicarion of the
report gives every possibility of voicing views on borh process and results of
the evaluation.
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Update on developments in methodology and quality assurance of the activities of the Department of
Evaluation
In the Results section of the Department's 2003 self-evaluation, strengths
and weaknesses are disenssed and a few points for improvement are mentioned.
•
"A sh'ategy[or jOllow-ups lofthe findingsl ofthe subject and programme
reviews should be prepared."
This has been iniriared. A letter has been sent to all relevant institutions asking the m to detail how they have dealt with the reports,
and in particular how they have handled the recommendations of
the expert panels.
•

"Discussions on the design ofa new evaiuation mode!from the year
2007 need to be initiated."

Working groups have been set up at the Department with the brief
to come up with suggestions in three areas:

- the development of an audit model
- the development of a model of appointing "centres of excellence" in
teaching and learning
- the development of key figures to monitor the performance of program mes and subjects.
These groups will rep ort in October 2005.
A number of other developments have taken place since the self-evaluatlon
was completed both with regard to the Departmenr's assurance of the quality of its own actlvities and with regard to development of evaluatlon methodology. These developments are summarised below:

Quality assurance
- Follow-up questionnaires have been sent to all those responsible for quality
assurance at the higher education institutions, to all vice-chancellors and to

rhe members of all the expert panels. The answers have been analysed and
action has been taken where it has been deemed reasonable.
- Seminars have been arranged with those responsible for quality assurance
at the higher education institutions

- Semin ars have been arranged with student and docroral student menibers
of expert panels to discuss their experiences.

In order to ensure efficiency of administrative and evaluation processes the

fol!owing measures have been taken. These are same examples:
- A handbook on the practicalities of the evaluatians has been developed
- Al! relevant documents are to be found on the Agency's Intranet
- Tools for budgets and budget monitoring have been developed.
- The Department management has regular meetings with project managers
and each project group
- A Department semin ar is arranged annual!y to discuss the experiences of
the past year's evaluations.
A number of sraff development activities have taken place, both on an individual basis and for the staff as a who le. These are same examples:
- Working in projeets. A rwo-day course for the entire staff.
- Oral presentation
- Interviewing techniques
- Evaluatian theory and practice
- Report writing
Furthermore, several thernatic seminars have been held in conjunction with
the Department's weekly meetings. These are same of the themes addressed:
- Working in projects
- Our evaluatian model
- Il1l:C:f11atlvllal l,s:;uc:,s.
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The Higher Education Sector
Size and general organisation

The Higher Education sector in Sweden comprises 36 public institutions
and 13 private ones. The latter include three large institutions (Chalmers
University of Technology, The Stockholm School of Economics and
Jönköping University College), whereas the other ten are vety limited.
There are over 300 000 students at the undergraduate level. The largest
institution is Göteborg University with 30 000 students, Lund University
has 28 000 and both the Universities of Uppsala and Srockholm have over
20 000 students each. The Schools of visual and performing arts have between 40 (the College of Opera) and just over 800 students.
There are over 18 000 active PhD students and about the same arnounr
of teaching sraff
Both public institutions and the National Agency for Higher Education
report directly to the Government (the Ministry of Education and Science).
The Government appoints the Vice-Chancellors.
The general framework of the organisation and governance of higher ed ucation is given in the second seenon of the Higher Education Act. It gives a
great amount of freedom to the institutions to organise their acrivities and
mode of governance. Some of the National Agency Reviews have expressed
criticisrn of the governance and decision-making structures of institutions)
but the Agency cannot require elianges.
Finance

The cost of the entire higher education sector, inc!uding the cost of student
support and central agencies amounted to SEK 47.2 billion (USD 7 billion)
in 2002. This corresporids to about 2 per cent of the GNP and puts Sweden
fifth among same 25 countries in the OECD area.
Undergraduare education and postgraduate studies are funded separately,
Institutions receive funding for undergradnate educarion in the form of a
sum per FTE and per full time equivalenr student achievernent (FTSA) according to a rormula. The funding varies considerably berween areas of
srudv, For Arrs/Social Sciences it is about SEK 30 000 per srudy place. for
Medicine about SEK 110 000 and for media studies over 400000. Institutions can rhen use their own formulne for inremal allocanens.
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The major complaint of institutions is rhar the annual increase in funding
does not correspond to rising salary costs,

In practice, this means that the

current expansion of the number of students is not clearly related to an inerease in the number of teaching staff.

The organisation of the National Agency
Executive leadership and Board

The National Agency is headed by the University Chancellor. There is a
Board responsible for matters of principle, important reguIations, and rhe
general focus of activiries wirhin the scape of goals and guidelines !aid down
by Parliament and Government.
The University Chancellor has a seeretariat consisting of six persons. A
steering group) whieh meets once a month, dsicusses general issues on coor-

dinatian of acrivities and policy matters. The group cansists of the University Chancellor, the head of her seeretariar and the heads of the departments.
The Department of evaluation

There are sevcn departments: the Department for the Evaluatian of Foreign
Qualifications, Department of Statistics and Analysis, the Department for
Planning and Research, the Information Department, the Administrative
Department, the Legal Department and the Department of Evaluation.
The Evaluatian Department is the Agency's largest department with 32
ernployees in spring 2003: 28 project managers, rwo administrators/secretaries, a Head of Department and an Assistant Head of Department.

Our strategy is to recruit people with different academic backgrounds and
ages and a balanced gender distribution. All project managers must aIso have
experience of the uriiversity sector, preferably also of evaluation, they must
have "social cornperence" and be good writers.

The focus of Agency operations
The mission of the Agency

The goais, contents and forms of the Agency's operations are derermined by
rwo main documenrs: the Ordinanee, whieh conmins the Insrrucrions for

the Agency and the annual budget docurnenr. According to the Insrructions
same of the principal functions of the Agency are information, legal supcrvision, monitoring and Iollow-up and evaluation.

()

Further, the activities of the Agency are determined by a number of overall goals given in the annual budget document. These statements are relatively unchanged from year to year. In the last few years, however, the instrumental significance of higher education has been emphasised. For the
year 2003 the overall go als are said to be:
•

Sweden should be a leading knowledge society characterised by
high qualiry cducation död lifclong lcarning for growth and justice.

•

The quaIity and international cornpetitiveness of higher educatian and research should be iniproved. Higher education should
cater for the needs of the labour marker as weil as for student demand.

•
It should be emphasised that the mission of the Agency as a whole must
be seen in the light of the 1993 higher education reform. The new rationale
of governance in the form of management by objectives, decentralisation of
responsibilities and a funding system based on results and qualiry assurance
has made contral expost much more necessary than previous systems based
on governance by rule. There were high hopes for fruitful ccoperation between different functions of the Agency such as evaluation, statistics, analysis and planning and research, which would result in a good overall picture
of the acrivities of universities and university colleges.
The mission of the Evaluation Department

The activities of the Evaluation Department are also governed by the annual
budget document and by the Higher Education Act and Ordinance:
•

The National Agency for Higher Education sh all contribute to
the impravement of quaIity in the operations of higher education
institutions thraugh different modes of evaluation.

•

The National Agency for Higher Education shall decide which
public universities and university colleges may award degrees in
undergraduate education.

In order to meet these goals the department works with essentially three
types of evaluations: subject and programme reviews, quaiity audits and
reviews for the right to award degrces. The 2003 budget document states
thar rhe first rwo types should be clearly developmental. Ir is important,
however, to emphasise that they also have a courroi function. The subject
and programme reviews include the assessment of the right to award degrees
for the subjectl pragrarnme in quesrion. In serious cases of qualiry deficiency
the righr may be wirhdrawn, The audirs have a less disrinct contral function,
bur rhey, roo, are a part of the monitoring of the acriviries of universiries
and uriiversity colleges. The

reVLCWS

for the right ro award degrees consicler

rhe applicarions of higher education institutions to award different rypes of
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general or professionai degrees or to obtain partial or full university status.
These reviews could be described as accrediration.
The first two tasks are planned in cydes: the subject/programme reviews
in six-year cydes, the audits in three-year eyeles. The reviews for degreeawarding powers are made on application.
A fourth task is evaluations, initiated by the Agency, of certain themes.
l\
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ence, gender equality and social and ethnic diversity as quaiity indicators,
carried out in the year 2000 and followed up in 2003. A major three-year
evaluatian of the so-called promotion reform' was terminared in 2003. For
2004 reviews of internationalisatian and cooperatian of universities with
society (the third task) will take place.
All in all, the core activities of the Evaluatian Department may by said to
be characterised by rwo functions which are often difficult to combine: control and enhancement.

Projects initiated by the Department alone or in cooperation with other
departments

The Department's evaluatians often point to general problems that should
be further researehed and followed up in a wider context. Such studies
would contribute to meeting the overall goal of enhancing the operations of
higher education institutions. There are, however, limited resources for this
form of analysis, since the core actlvities rake most of the time and funds.
Ir is possible that a simplified framework for subject and programme reviews may free resources for projects of the kind indicated above, if this is
deemed to be desirable. Currently, studies related to evaluations are carried
out in ccoperation between several departments. Examples are Through students'eyes and Through PhD students'eyes - two large questionnaire-based
investigations of students' and PhD student' views on rheir studies and
study conditions. They are done in cooperation with the Department of
Statistics and Analysis. In addition, there are several equiries made in cooperation with the Legal Department.
Evaluation ofhigher education is one of the most important tasks of the
Agency. One of its other major assignments is to provide overall information ro current and presumptive students on operations and results at the
higher educarion institutions. The main responsibility for this rests with the
Information Department. Information on quaiity issues and results of
evaluations is prepared by the Information Department in collaboration
with the Evaluation Department, and the departments often have different
views on the fonn and con tents of this information.
, In 1998 the possibiliry of promotion from senior leeturer ro professor was inrroduced.

Prcviously, the only wayof obtaining a professorslup was through applying for a formally advertiscd post in competition with other candidatcs.
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institutions that provide PhD programmes doctoral students and supervisors

are also inrerviewed, Today, ir is also mandatory to meet with faculty leadership, or, at small institutions, rhe Viee-Chaneellor. Eaeh eategory is interviewed separarely. The aim of the meetings is to supplement and c1arify the
department's self-assessment.
The information gathered at the sire visits is very important for the assessrnent of the activitics of the individual department. The limitcd arneunr
of time makes ir neeessary for the visit to be planned meticulously and for
the panel to be weil prepared, This is espeeially important in large reviews
whieh require the panel to be divided up inta several small er groups during
the visit. As a rule, it takes several visits before a panel is wholly familiar with
the task and has found weil funetioning means of cooperatian. There is
every reason to develop further the introductian in order for the site visits to
work weil from the very beginning.
The audit site visirs last berween rwo and five days depending on the size
and eomplexiry of the institution. The panel interviews the leadership,
deans, seleered representatives of departments and other units, and students.
Follow-ups

About three months afrer the publicarian of a subjeet or program review the
departments involved are invited to a foliow-up eonferenee. The eonferenee
aims to exchange experiences, discuss cooperative efforts, to present examples of good praetiee, and also to diseuss views on the implernentarion of the
review. A number of proposals for improvements of the methodology have
been made and have been taken into consideration for further development.
Reviews that have resulred in the questioning of degree-awarding powers
are followed up after one year. If the weaknesses have not been suffieiently
weil improved the institution willlose its right to award the degree in question.
Afrer three years a foliow-up of all reviewed programmes and subjeers will
be made. The aim is to how rhe departments have dealt with the recornmendation given in the report and what improvernents have been made.
These three-year follow-ups have not yet taken place, bur severaI different
merheds will be used, for example questionnaires, inrerviews or meetings. A
srrategy for this phase and for how results should be deal t with is needed.
Until the year 2000 rhe qualiry audits were followed up rhrough a wrirren
starement by the institution and a visir by rhe University Chaneellor. This
procedure has been phased out.
This year the national rhernaric review from 1999 of how institutions
work wirh gender equaliry, studenr int1uenee and social and ethnie diversiry
is being followed up specially.
The Agency annually rep arrs to the Government on rhe progress, development and results of the review system. The primarv airn of this repon is
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to provide the Government with an account of the current state of affairs)
bur it also gives the Department an opportunity to reflect on the reviews

that have been made during the year and to give general information to all
those who are inreresred in the quaiity of higher education in Sweden.
One Iurrher attempt to lind the effects of the Agency's qualiry reviews has
been a questionnaire to those responsible for quality matters at universities
and colleges. The answers have been collarcd and been discussed at a conference in Spring 2003.
Reports

The writing of the reports of reviews for degree-awarding powers and quality audits rarely pose any problems. The reports of subject and programme
reviews, on the other hand, are bigger and, therefore, more problematic,
both with a view to the amount of work involved and the question of who
are our readers. They are divided into three parts: the Experts' rep ort, the
Agency's reflections and the Agency's decision.
The Experts' report consisrs of a section providing assessments of each of
the institutions, a section which assesses the general status of the subject/programme in Sweden. The Agency' s reflections, written by the project
manager emphasises those aspeets that are particularly importanr from an
overall national perspecrive. The linal part is the Agency's decisian on the
degree-awarding powers. Jr is dear that not all readers perceive the difference between these three parts and how to relate to them.
The work is further complicated by the fact that it is the project managers
thar write more or less the whole report, induding the bulk of it thar contains the experts' views. It is a diflicult task to create a whole out of the often
conflieting impressions provided by the various member of the panel. The
large projeets involve several staff members, which means thar the stylistic
qualities of different writers must be made eonsistent.
In many reviews much energy is spent on creating a suitable structure of
the report. We have the ambition that the writing of the reports should begin as earlyas possible and that drafts of the section related to the individual
institutions should be written soon after the site visit. The linal design of the
report will, however, depend on the special focus and lindings, and for obvious reasons these will be apparent to the experts only after the majority of
the institutions have been visited. Conscquenrly, most of the writing will
rake place towards the end of the projeet. This circumstance, in eonjunetion
with the fact that the projeet managers have a high leve! of ambition and
eventually feel tired of the material, often leaels to stress at this phase.
Changes in assessment practice

Cleariy, the composition of the panel as weil as the backgrounels and values
of the individual rueinbers playa role for the assessments made. The Agency
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mes to m1I11mlZe the number of differences in assessments through direcrives of how reviews should be implcmented, through common qualiry aspects, and through training of experts. In large-scale reviews ir is even more
important to have a consistency in the way assessments are made, especially
if the panel is divided up inta subgroups in the course of the acriviries,
The qualiry aspects have remained more or less the same through the
years of subject and prograinmc rcvicws. Panels have sernerimes chose n to
focus different aspects in order to take the special conditions of different
subjecrs into account. The Agencyencourages such initiatives.
In the first year a subject/programrne review could result in either the degree-awarding power being questioned, or in "serious criricisrn" or in full
approval, A discussion of the suitabiliry of such gtading led to only rwo levels: "questioning" and "approval" .

After this change several institutions have had their degree-awarding powers questionecl in more cases than earlier, and it now looks as if our ambition
leve! has changed noticeably. However, we maintain that the change has to

do with the fact that results can now be expressed at (Wo leveIs only. There
is reason to believe, for exarnple, that many of the bachelor engineering degrees which were questioned would have received only "serious criticism" if
that leve! had still been applied.
It is iniportant for the Agency to reflect on the effects of the different
principles of assessment. The rwo-level scale gives a clearer result, but also
involves a risk that the identified shortcomings lead to consequences that are
too far-reaching. In a long-term perspective, this may result in more reluctance on the part of panels to point out shortcomings.
The relation of reviews to other Agency activities

Our different kinds of reviews are the care of rhe Agency, and other acrivities relate in same way or other to them. All the staff at the Evaluatian Department are involved in these tasks. IN 2002, 11 subjeet and 4 programme
reviews had been carried out, together with 14 qualiry audits. A large number of reviews for degree-awarding powers have been carried out at the same
time and staff mernbers have also participated in projects rogerher with
other departments. Our work also involves other acriviries, for exarnple arranging conferences andmeetings with qualiry management sraff at the institutions. Thus, one and the same person may be involved in a large number of activities - which is both stimulating and distracting.
Since qualiry reviews are central to the Department, many discussions,
seminars and other meetings deal with these rasks. Staff development also
aims at further development of reviews and of o ur cornperence as evaluators
and project managers.
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The role of the staff of the Evaluatian Department

The sraff of rhe Evaluatian Department have different roles in all the different types of projects in which we participare. We coordinate projeets, which
involves a responsibility for establishing review panels as weil as for malcing
projeet logis tics work, i.e. trave], lodging, planning of site visirs, meeting
facilities, distribution of information and material. Projeet managers are
1
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that they conform to ostablished principles (qualiry aspeets, and other perspeetives) .
The charaeter and importanee of these roles differ. Thar practical arrangements funetion is fundamental for the sueeess of the whole projeet.
Unfortunately, the need to foeus on practical arrangements often means that
both time and efforts are taken from the tasks that are more central to the
con tents of rhe projeet. When the often heavy travel periods and site visits
are over, the project enters a period when much energy goes inta seeing to ir
that the contents of the report live up to what is expected. The Iarger the
projeet, the more demanding is this process, and the nearer the end of the
project, the greater the responsibility of the project manager for the writing
process.
These diffieulties eould be solved through better alloeation of work and a
delegation of responsibilities for the different tasks involved in the project.
The project manager could rhen focus on managing the project and thus
make his/her role clearer. The question is if the staff members would accept
such a scheme or if the project managers would be willing to share responsibility.
It may be added that the project manager often has to sperid time doing
administrative tasks such as dispatehing large quantities of material to the
panels and sometimes booking horel rooms and making travel arrangements.

Methodological considerations
In all forms of evaluation the objecr and the attributes to be evaluated are
important to the methodology ro be used. In the different kinds of assessments made by rhe Evaluatian Department rhe object is eirher ar rhe department level or ar the instirurional level. What is assessed is the quaiity of
rhe object, which is considered from rwo different perspectives, Ir is seen a
static cancept, when the assessment is about whether the object mcets, or
does not rneer, preconceived qualiry criteria. This perspecrive occurs prirnarily in the reviews for degree-awarding powers and affects primarily the department level. It is seen as a dynamic concept when the assessment is about
how successful the processes of developing, assuring and enhaneing quaiity
are. This is the case in qualiry auciits and concerns prirnarily the institution
as a whole.
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The subject and programme reviews concern mainly the department
leve!. The combined airns of conrribming to the qualiry enhancement of
departments and of assessing whether the institution should maintain its
right to award a specific degree make it neeessary to use both these perspectives. As will be seen, this results in limitations to how suitable different

parts of the methodology are.
The merheds and reasons are most distinct in. the rcvicws for degreeawarding powers as the aims are more or less unambiguous. Because of their
complex aims the subject and programme reviews and qualiry audits, on the
other hand, contain parts based on earlier evaluation modeIs as weil as parts
that are unique.
The origins of the methods
The basis of the merhods originates in the 1993 higher education reform
and the new degree structure from the same year. The new sreering mechanism based on management by goals and results rather than by rule established new demands for different kinds of evaluations. The first evaluations
were assessments of a number of applications for the right to award masters'
degrees in a number of subjects. These applications wcre submitted to the
Government by colleges that did not have a permanent research organisation. In the mid-1990s the institutions' efforts to assure and enhance the
qualiry of rheir acriviries were focused and the qualiry audits were initiated.
The reviews for degree-awarding powers aim to establish comparable national educational standards. A masters degree in a subject should be cornparable but not identical, regard less of the institution where it is awarded.
From this perspective, criteria for a number of quaiity aspects were form ulated. These aspeers are an interpretation and concretisation of the Higher
Education Act and Ordinance and are the basis of all applications for the
right to award degrees. In a similar way furrher criteria are developed for the
reviews for the right to award various professionai degrees.
The foundation of the quality audits is that there does not exist a national
model of qualiry assurance and enhancement and rhat such a model is not
desirable. Each audit is thus unique and based on the conditions prevailing
at the specific institution. What is assessed is the n the development there,
and how it can be strengthened. The common fram e of reference developed
to support rhe auditors is the notion of what constitutes excellence in the
higher educarion institution. The focus of the audirs is to illustrare and assess how weil the chain plan - do - check - act works. The audits also aim
to analyse how well qualiry work is accepted at different levels in the insritunon,

5ubject and programme reviews may be said to be a combinarion of (hese
(WO

vicws. The bascs of the rcvicws for degree-awarding powers are a natural

frarue of reference for the airn of derermining wherher the institution should
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rerain its right to award a specific degree. In order to meet the enhancement

goal (or as it is expressed in the Government Bil! "to mobilise the inner
forees of quaiity enhaneement in higher education" a tocus on firness for

purpose is a suitable point of departure.
The scientific basis of the reviews

Tbc

thcury-uric1lLcJ approach often stared as

the basis of the subject and

programme reviews is founded on an overal! perspective of preconditions process - outcome. The model aims to explain the relationship berween
these three steps on the basis of information on and analysis of each of
rhern, The merhed enables the reviewers to make statements on what enhancement measures are necessary and possible in order to achieve the main
goal of promoting the development of the object under review. Ir is particularly important for the success of the undertaking that the reviewers formulate a distinct frame of reference to serve as agrid.
In al! the subjeet and programme reviews so far, such frames of reference
have been developed, but the scope and quality have varied, and often they
have been formulated at the end of the review process.
Finally, it must be said that the main activity of the Department is not research. This does not mean that what we do cannot be based on or be described with the help of scientific models.

Prioritised perspectives
The student perspective

The student perspective is central to several of the questions we ask departments in the self-assessment guidelines.
Students are always represenred in our review panels as matter of principle. In order to focus their situation in the panels the Department invited
students to a seminar on 6 November 2002. In the seminar the general
opinion expressed by the students/doctoral students was that they had been
respected as members of the panels.
During the site visits it is the pane1's ambition to meet students from different levels and with different specialities. The interviews with students are
often very irnportant for what is final!y writren in the report.
In connection with the publication of the report the Information Department prepares a special summaryaimed at students. This summary is

published on the Agency's website for students: studera. nu. It also contains
certain factual information besides rhat which is taken from the report.
The Agency has parricipared in aNordie projeer examining student parriciparion in qualiry rcviews and in self-evaluations.
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Though the Department works acrively ro include a studenr perspective
in the reviews, we sometimes norice [hat the self-evaluations have been earried Ollt with poor acceprance among staff and students. Ofren rhey have
nor even parricipared in the process and have received the self-evaluation
report only a few days before rhey are due ro rneer the panel. Sernerimes the
students do not really seem to unders rand the aim of the site visir.
The gender and equality perspective

In order ro meer dem ands for gender equaliry we always make efforrs ro
have equal represenration of men and women on the panels. However, ir has
turned out rhar it is sornetimes difficult to recruit women. Ir is a well-known
fact that highly qualified women academics are in high demand for representation on boards and teams of experts.
The guidelines for self-evaluation contain questions on equaliry and gender issues. The departments are asked ro describe and analyse how equaliry
berween men and women is observed and promored in the programme and
ar the department generally, and how gender issues are deal t with in teaching and examination. These issues are also covered at the site visirs.
In a seminar led by an externai consultant in 2003 the Evaluation Department has disenssed how we could work ro obtain more lmowledge and
ro integrace more efficient!y the equaliry and gender perspectives in our activities,
Social and ethnic diversity

The guidelines for self-evaluation also include a question on what departments do ro promore social and ethnic diversiry. These aspecrs are nor consistently paid attenrion ro ar site visits, however. We make no a((empts to
recruir experts from particular social or non-European ethnic groups.

Cooperation and internationalisation
Universities and colleges

We cooperate with universiries and colleges as a matter of COllISt, in line
with the general orientation of the Deparrment's activities. We regularly
couract the institutional managements every year for planning rhe nexr ser
of reviews, Also, [here is at least one annual meeting of the institutional
managemenrs and the leadership of the Agency, ar which evaluation issues
are a central parr. There are also formal and inforrnal discussions wirh the
Associarion of Swedish Higher Education and in rhe University Chancellor's
Council of Vice-Chancellors Ca group four Vice-Chancellors represenring
different kinds of institutions).
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In recent years the Evaluarion Department has arranged regular conferenets with qualiry managers at the institutions. The)' are invited at least

once every year to discuss how we can improve the conditions for the different forms of evaluations and their implernentarion. These meetings also
serve as an opportunity for exchanging information among institutions.
The Agency, largely the Evaluation Department, is also responsible for
the rcgularly rccurring Qualiry Confcrcncc, arrangcd in cooperarion with
different institutions. Five such conferences have been organised so far, and
betwcen 400 and 500 participants emot each time.
Individual sraff members have extensive contacts with universities and
colleges mainly in connection with each project. These contacts have improved considerably during the last year, mainly because of improved rcutines at the Agency as weil as at institutions.
The Department has estsblished a position as Deputy Head of Department responsible for pianning, contacts, monitoring and follow-up. This
has resulted in a srricrer process, from the firsr contacts with institutions in
preparation of a new round of reviews to the final and follow-up stages.
Thanks to thcse procedures, contacts between each project and the institution have become much smoother.
Other actors in the higher education sector
The leaderships at the Ministry of Education and Science and the Agency
meet regularly. The University Chancellor, her office staff and the Head of
the Eva!uation Department meet above all the Stare Secretary for higher
education and the Director Genera! for higher education to discuss the
Agency's activities in general and the implementation and resulrs of reviews
in partieular .
There are certain contacts with the Swedish Research Council when experts are appointed, The Council's response varies. The Agency has cooperated with another research council in connection with a joint review of undergraduate studies, postgraduate studies and research in the field of social
work.
Individual staff mernbers participare in the activities of the rwo Swedish
associations for evaluation.
International contacts

The Agency (the Departmenr) participates actively in the work of rhree international nerworks for evaluation organisations:

•

The Nordic Netu.orle, which consists of the Danish Evaluarion Institute (EVA), the Norwegian organisation, NOKUT, the Finnish Council for cvaluarion of higher Education, FINHEEC, and
the leelandie Ministry of Educarion, Representatives of (hese organisations mcct annually to discuss the situation in the respec--
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tive countries. Almost every year a joint project on a specific
evaluarion rherne is carried out. In 2002 (here was an exchange of

staffberween EVA and the Agency. One member of stafffrom
the Department spent a few months at Eva, and a staff member
from EVA spent a similar amount of time at the Agency.

•

Department staff members participare in the annual meetings and
contribure to sornc of the seminars and workshops organised by
the European Nerwork of Quaiity Assurance Agencies in Higher
Education (ENQA), a European organisation" which plays a role
in the developrnenr of the Bologna process and European higher
education policy. Besides participating in European development
of qualiry assurance and enhancement in higher education,
ENQA arranges a number of seminars and workshops on different themes and also publishes a series of "occasional papers".

•

An international nerwork, The International Nerwork of Quaiity
Assurance Agencies in Higher Education (INQAAHE) organises
a major conference every secorid year. In spring 2003, four staff
members participated and contributed papers.

Individual members of staff participare in conferences arranged by
other international organisations (for exarnple, the European Associations of InstitutionaI Research/EAIR, The International Evaluation
Association, The American Evaluation Association). Also, we have
direct contacts with other, mainly European evaluatian agencies, for

example in the UK, Ireland, the Netherlands and France.

The Department participstes in the international discussion on accreditation. The meaning of the concept of accreditation has been
discussed in a joint working group of the Association of Swedish
Higher Education and the Agency. The work has resultcd in a pubIication. The Agency participates in an international research project
on accreditation in Europe led by CHEPS in the Nerherlands and the
University of Kasse! in Germany, and we have also participated in a
Nordie project aiming at trying out a mode! of mutual recognition of
evaluarion agencies.
So far, the Department has not played a major role in the Bologna
process. This is a shortcoming which should be addressed.
The international contacts are important in at least three different

ways:
•

They conrribute to rhe deve!opment of the sraff who participate in the work. lt is one of the policies of the Agency rhar
anyone who parricipares at a conference should present a paper or a poster or conrribure in some other wa)'. This makes
ir possib!e for the individual sraff member ro esrablisli con-
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•

racts and to develop his/her analyrieal wriring and his/her
abiliry ro appear in public.
Partieiparion in the Nordie Nerwork. where we are mos r acrive and whieh affeets the Departmenr to a faidy large exrent, helps to support those who rake part in exchange progtammes, meetings and joint projeets. Above all the exelianges contribute to reflection on similarities, differences

•

and developmenrs.
It is neeessary to participare in the work of the other inrernational nerworks and organisations in order to obtain information on international developments and, to some extenr,
contribute to thern.

The weelJy Department meetings provide an opportunity to disseminare information on international developmencs, but there is
no elear impaer inrernally. There is no general awareness of what
is going on internationally. We need a strategy to disseminate information and to provide opportunities for more staff members
to share international experiences.
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Results

Impacts on the higher education sector
Subject and programme reviews

In 2001 and 2002 the Evaluatian Department conducted a total of 486
subject and programme reviews (one review is defined as an evaluatian of
eirher undergraduate provision or postgraduate provision in a subject at one
institution.
In connection with the 200 I reviews the right to award a degree was
questioned in eight eases because the department concerned did not meet
the requirements fot higher edueation provision. The institutions concerned
had to rake steps to remedy the defieieneies wirhin a year. In another ten
cases there was "serious criticism". The institutions were (hen given a certain
amount of time to subrnit an action plan, and the Agency then decided on
possible consequences. In the following year the number of unaeceptable
instances was 38.

The Evaluatian Department has not yet begun the follow-ups that form
part of the national evaluatian progtamme. The knowledge we have of the
en hancement effect of the reviews comes from feedback conferences, a few
months after the terminatian of each evaluarian project. The Department
has also sent out a questionnaire to the quaIity managers at the institutions.
In their answers rhey give many examples of how quaIity has been promoted, even if same of the improvements may be only partly due to the
reviews. The concrete dunges indicated by the institutions cancern primarily iniproved systems for quaiity assuranee.
Quaiity audits

The first quaIity audirs were made in 1995 - 1998, and in 2002 a four-year
foliow-up round was terminared. A total of 72 audits have been made. The
Agency has deeided not to repeat the audits in the same way a third time.
In contrast to the Agency's other reviews the audirs never lead to sancrians. The element of conrrol is rhus toned down. Certain universities and
colleges maintain rhat this makes the audits roorhless and rhat this is one of
the reasons why quality work has a low priority in some institutions. Others
claim rluu it is preciselv the absence of a clear controi element which gives
the audits Iegitimacy. Alter the firsr four years it could be seen rhar quaiity
work at most of the institutions was still in an early pliase. After another
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four years it is still only about ene-third of the insrirutions rhar can demonstrare well-developed quality assuranee and enhaneement systems. At the
same time nearly all institutions scern to have made clear progress berween
the first and the seeond round. Revised policy dccumenrs, the establishment
of quality coordinators and quality groups, alumni follow-ups, student barometers and ernployer questionnaires are sorne conerete examples of such
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audit recommendations useful.
The reviews for the right to award degrees, to obtain a scientific area or
university status

The National Agency has conducted over 600 reviews for the right to award
masters and bachelors degrees and various professionaI degrees. Just below
one-fourth of the applications have been rejecred. The Agency has also
handled sorne ten applieations for a scientific area or for university status.
These reviews are normally followed up after a certain period of time and
in the subject and programme reviews. About half of the reviews have been
followed up, whieh has resulted in the withdrawal of the right in seven cases.
The Agency has not systematically followed up the development of the
institutions which have been granted the right to award degrees, scientific
area or university status, but in the subject and programme reviews we can
see how those evaluations have affected the activities of the institutions.
These institutions seem to have strengthened the subjects and programmes
concerned after the evaluations. So even if the main purpose of the reviews
is control, they seem to have led to enhancement,
Other activities at the Evaluation Department

Other activiries carried out at the Evaluation Department include special
tasks given by the Government and special projccts initiared by ourselves.
Since 2001 the Department has been responsible for rwo Government
projects: The "LUMA projecr" (a trilateral comparative evaluation of chernistry and mathernatics at some higher educarion institutions in Hungary,
Sweden and Finland) and rhe recently initiated project Study support for
certain naprapathy and chiropracrice programmes. The Enquiry into the
situation of "small" languages - a government project which the Department for Planning and Research was responsible for with our support - was
established as a consequence of the subject review of Classical Languages.
At present the Evaluarion Department is conducting. or has recently COl1cluded, rhree special projects. The project on the promotion reform, which
has just been concluded, is an evaluarion of the impact of the 1999 reform
of the structure of academic posts. As a consequencc, the Department has
recenrly reccived a Governmenr commission to invcsrigare the special sirua-
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tian and the future role of instrucrors (teachers without a Ph D) in higher
educarion.

The projeet Specialist Nursing - Admission Requiremenrs and Student
Numbers will analyse the design of the Specialisr Nursing programme. The
project was iniriared in 2003.
Analysis - impact in the higher education seeror

What we know about the impact in the higher education sector is described
in the Deparrment's annual reparr ro the Government in the publication
How did things tum out? The follow-up of results and effects is largely limired to checking rhat deficiencies idenrified in the reviews have been remedied.
One observation is that the self-evaluation activities lead to deve!opment,
not least because they contribute to raising the awareness of qualiry issues in
the institution. Many departments have introduced the Agency's evaluation
mode! in rheir own work.
An important future task is to examine the extent to which good qualiry
work in an instirution leads to higher qualiry in the educational provision.
Reviews and enquiries rend to generate new questions, and new reviews,

enquiries and projeets are initiared as spin-off effects of those already conc1uded. However, The Department's current resources, and maybe also rhe
organisationai structures, limit the staff members' opportuniries to carry on
such projects. One exarnple is the projeet Structural issues, which was
planned for 2003 but which was postponed unril further notice at a fairly
early stage.
It wouid, however, be useful to know more about which qualitative and
quantitative efforts lead to higher qualiry.

Impacts outside the high er education sector
Mass media

The monitoring of the press coverage of our activities carried out by the
Information Department shows that our results reach an audience. All our
subjecr and programme reviews are noted by the press. Reviews of grear
national interest are brought up by radio and newspapers.
A media analysis from July 2002 establishes that the Agency presenee in
the press has increased by over 25 per cent since August 2001. Publicity is
mosr significanr in the monrh of March. This may be due to the fact that
most of our reports are published during that period. The media analysis
also confinns (hat qualit:y revicws are among rhose areas (hat arouse the
greatest inrerest in the media. Bur jr is not only cvaluarion reports (hat are
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nored. A repan generating widespread interest was the final report on the
promotion reform

Media repans on our reviews have become of more local interest. In spite
of this, the majority of media consumers obrain information about our activities via the press in the large ciries.
The Agency is rarely criticised in the media. Analyses and reviews are
most often presenred without qucstioning.
Parliament

The work of the Agency has been noted in Parliament. A search for the
word Högsko!everket shows that during the previous parliament the work of
the Evaluatian Department was mentioned in nearly forty speeches. A minority concerned our controi activities, i.e. reviews for degree-awarding
powers or universiry status. Most we re unspecific references to our subject
and program reviews.
The Minister of Education and Science is responsible for the vasr majority of these staternents, but all parties are represented. Other activities mentioned cancern the report on the promotion reform. Representatives of all
parties speak with appreciation about the acriviry of the Department.

Summary analysis of the activities of the Evaluation Department
Strengths

• The Evaluatian Departrnenr's staff is committed, well educated and
has experience as evaluators. There is a mix of cornpetencies and
ages and the staff get along well in their work and with each other.
• The Department uses international ly accepted models for its different
kinds of evaluations, and our work is looked upon as advanced.
• The Department has excellent relations with the higher education
sector, nationally and to same extent internarionally.

Weaknesses

• There is an uneven workJoad over the year with considerable pressure
on project managers and other staff ar rimes.
• The role of project manager is sometimes heavy, and the situation is
exacerbated by the facr rhar a mimber of administrative ehores end
•

up on the project manager's des k.
The time accounting system daes not work sarisfactorily and cannot
be used as a planning and monitoring instrument.

:11

•

Projecrs involving international engagements are unevenly distributcd among the staff.
"Social and ethnic diversity" is not in practice the high priority perspective of reviews that it should be according to Government direc-

•

nyes.

The following weaknesses should be addressed in the next few years:

•

•
•
•
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The space for anaIytical studies of the reviews should be increased. Such studies will become of particulat interest when the
three-year follow-ups are iniriared in 2004 - 2005.
A strategy for the follow-ups of the subject and program reviews
should be prepared.
Discussions on the design of a new evaluation mode! from the
year 2007 need to be initiated.
The staffing situation needs to be addressed.

The Department's qua/ity assurance and
quality enhancement efforts

Staff development
Staff members' own responsibility

Since February 2003 The National Agency has had a new policy fot staff
development. It defines staff development as a tool rhat includes everything
that increases the competence of the sraff members, for example new and
rnore advanced tasks, introduction programmes, courses. seminars. parricipation in nerworks, supervising or mentor programmes. The policy stares
that each staff member is responsible himself/herself for his/her own development and rhat it should be planned in development discussions with the
head of department.
As a rule, courses and rraining programmes that have been offered have
been introduced at the staffs own behest. These requests have sometimes
been the result of developrnent discussions.
Most of the courses have been purchased by the Personnel Department,
who have, for the most part, been responsible for the administration of rhe
programme. Ofren externa] course providers are used. Sornerimes intemal
courses have been arranged, for example by the Information Department.

Courses and training programmes

In a questionnaire fot this self-study, the staff members have been asked to
list the courses/training programmes rhat they have participared in. Several
respondents name the same or similar courses. In all, everybody has been
otTered over 15 courses. Only rwo respondents have parricipared in courses
outside this "package" . These courses included an external evaluarion training programrne, an EU course and two postgraduate courses in education.
Some courses are compulsory, for exarnple, the projecr manager rraining
given in 2003. All staff members parricipared, There is a positive correlarion
between the number of courses a person has taken and the duration of ernployrnent.
Most courses have been judged to be rewarding and rhere werc only a few
negative judgcments. There is, liowever, a need [O sysremanse rhc provision.
The department would profit from a srrarcgy for staff dcveloprnenr. lt is
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aIso imporrant rhat courses are repenred with a certain amount of regularily

as new staff mernbers are employed.

Monitoring external developments - conferences

The Agency Platform for 1999 - 2004 establishes that the Agency should
have aD open dialogue with various actors and groups rhar can be said to
eonsritute irs stakeholders. This dialogue is mainly carried out by the University Chancellor and the Head of Department, and, to a large extent, also
through the various contacrs of staff mernbers - via conferences and nerworks.
Participaring in conferences and seminars is an important part of the
monitoring of externa! developments. The questionnaire shows that this is
an area where we are active.
In total, staff members have participated in about 50 conferences and
seminars in the last rwo and a half years. Most of us have taken part in the
Agency's quality conferences. We participare in other conferences rnostly on
our own initiarive, Finding these conferences rakes time and knowledge and
probably weil functioning nerworks, The questionnaire shows that it is most
often the most experienced staff mernbers who participare in conferences.
Conferences and seminars are generally rated as less valuable than courses
and training programlnes.
The Department's policy states that the person who goes to a conference
should submir a paper. Since there is no general strategy for how conferences shouJd be used - for individua! developrnent or for the development
of the Department as a whole - the purpose of parricipation is unclear.
Feedback to colleagues does not work very weil.
External networks and reference groups

Participation in external nerworks is not as common as participarian at conferences. It is unevenly spread among the staff members - som e rake part,
others not at all. There are many specialised nerworks, which requires a cerrain amount of knowledge and contacrs. Ir is generally the most experienced
staff who jo in nerworks and externa] enquiries.

Methodology development
The staff of the Department enjoy a considerable measure of freedom as
weil as responsibility. Anyone who is responsible for a project has a relativelv
large amount of space in which to plan and implement it, However, the
merheds and models of our reviews limit this freedom and an)' development
dIans carried out wirhin [hat Fraruework.
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Support

Intemal supporr has improved considerably in the last few years. This is
largely due to the introduction of a new post, Assistant Head of Department, responsible for planning, coordinarion and rnoniroring of activities.
This has led to increased sysrernatisarion, ineiuding:
• The inremal instrucrions found on our Intranet describe the process
from preparations to the final filing of docurnents. They also ineiude importanr experiences from earlier reviews. They are updared
continually,

•
•
•
•
•

The projecr managers for each year's reviews meet regularly to discuss rheir experiences and problems and to raise questions of common mreresr.
After the conclusion of each review, there are follow-up meetings
with the project group concerned in order to gather experiences
from the review and the work of the group.
Dowments from earher projects are collected in a file to serve as inspiration for future project managers.
There is now a decision thar the seetio n of the report known as the
Agen')! sReflections should be discussed at one of the weekly Department meetings before the reports are published.
Projeet managers should submit writren accounrs of their experienees.

In auturnn 2003, monitoring meetings between the project group and
the Head of Department were inrroduced, They take place about halfway through the project.
A number of Department meetings have adelressed questions such as
appointment of expert panels, reports and self-evaluation guidelines.
One meeting has also been devored to a follow-up of the project manager training that all staff members have attended.

Other forms of quality assurance and enhancement

In 2002 three externa] scholars reviewed the work of the Department, and
especiaHy the perception of expert panels and institutions of the model.
An external evaluation expert has writren a discussion paper on the
evaluation mcdel used by the Agency.
One staff member has been responsiblc for pro jecr on wherher and how
degree projecrs (rheses) can be used as part of the materialiar evaiuarion.
The work of the Advisory Board is an imporranr part of assuring the quality of our own work.
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Summary of quality assurance and enhancement activities
Strengths

• There are good opportunities for parricipating in staff development
• There are also reasonable opporrunities for parricipating in conferenees and seminars

e The Department has high ambitions and a great interest in developing methodology, and a nurnber of projects are carried out to assure
the quaIity of our work.
• The Department is aware of the problems of the organisation, of internal and external cooperation, the economic situation and the infrastructure. A number of different activities have been carried out
and are planned for the furure. The organisation of the work and
the economic situation are monitored.
Weaknesses

•

•

We need a long-term strategy for staff development
We need to clarify the aims of eonferenee parricipation and improve
feedback to the rest of the Department.

Same further points that need to be addressed

• Cooperation with other departments should be developed, It is essential that better reciprociry be achieved.
• We need a more systematic discussion, in the form ofinternai seminars, of merheds inC!uding a review of earlier stages and an introducnon of quaIity assuranee and enhancement issues for new staff.
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